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We reinspect the calculation for the mass fraction of primordial black holes (PBHs) which are
formed from primordial perturbations, finding that performing the calculation using the comoving
curvature perturbation Rc in the standard way vastly overestimates the number of PBHs, by many
orders of magnitude. This is because PBHs form shortly after horizon entry, meaning modes
significantly larger than the PBH are unobservable and should not affect whether a PBH forms or
not - this important effect is not taken into account by smoothing the distribution in the standard
fashion. We discuss alternative methods and argue that the density contrast, ∆, should be used
instead as super-horizon modes are damped by a factor k2. We make a comparison between using
a Press-Schechter approach and peaks theory, finding that the two are in close agreement in the
region of interest. We also investigate the effect of varying the spectral index, and the running of
the spectral index, on the abundance of primordial black holes.
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1 Introduction
It is believed that primordial black holes (PBHs) could have formed in the early universe from the
collapse of large density fluctuations, and if so, could have observational implications - either from
their gravitational effects, or the effects of their Hawking radiation (see [1, 2] for recent lists of
the constraints). They have not been observed, but this fact is enough that they can be used to
constrain the early universe (i.e. [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]) - and provide the only known tool for probing the
primordial universe on extremely small scales (i.e. [8]). However, the constraints from PBHs on
small scales are much weaker than those on cosmological scales, for example, the constraints from
the cosmic microwave background from Planck.
During inflation, the Hubble horizon shrinks on a comoving scale, and quantum fluctuations
become classical density perturbations once they exit the horizon. Once inflation ends, the horizon
begins to grow and perturbations begin to reenter the horizon. If a perturbation is large enough, it
will collapse to form a PBH almost immediately after horizon reentry - and there has been extensive
research into the nature of this collapse and how large a perturbation must be in order to collapse
[9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15].
Calculations for the critical value of the density contrast, ∆, or comoving curvature perturba-
tion, Rc, above which a region will collapse to form a PBH are typically of order 0.5 or 1 respectively
- and so an insignificant number of PBHs will form unless the power spectrum on small scales is
much larger than on large scales, by several orders of magnitude. This is possible in several mod-
els, such as the running mass model [16], axion inflation [17], a waterfall transition during hybrid
inflation [18], from passive density fluctuations [19], or during inflation with small field excursions
[20]. For a recent summary of PBH forming models see [21]. Alternatively, the constraint on the
formation criteria can be relaxed during a phase transition in the early universe, causing PBHs to
form preferentially at that mass scale (i.e. [22]).
In this paper, we will review the calculation of the PBH abundance. The calculation typically
computes the fraction of the universe which is above the critical value - in terms of ∆ or Rc. This
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is typically done using the theory of peaks, which calculates the number density of peaks above the
critical value, or a Press-Schechter approach, which computes the volume of the universe above the
critical value. in order to calculate the abundance of PBHs on different scales, the distribution is
convolved with a smoothing function to smooth out modes smaller than the horizon, whilst leaving
the horizon and super-horizon modes. When Rc is used to do the calculation in this manner,
the super-horizon modes have a large impact on the calculation - we will argue that they should
not affect the calculation and that using Rc can be misleading and give errors of many orders of
magnitude compared to using ∆.
In Section 2, we will discuss the formation criteria for PBHs explaining these arguments, and
in Section 3, we will briefly review the calculation of the mass of a PBH dependant on the scale it
forms at. In Section 4 we discuss the different ways the abundance of PBHs and constraints on the
early universe can be calculated for different models. We conclude our arguments in Section 5.
2 Formation criteria
The abundance of PBHs is normally stated in terms of β, the mass fraction of the Universe contained
within PBHs at the time of their formation. Typically, β is given as a function of their mass (which,
we will see later, is a function of the time at which they form) - so that β can be used to describe
the mass spectrum of PBHs. In order to determine whether a region of the early universe will
collapse to form a PBH, then typically either the density or curvature of that region is compared
to a threshold value, which itself is typically calculated from numerical simulations.
Traditionally, the density contrast ∆ = δρ−ρρ had been used to calculate β. However, following
the paper by Shibata and Sasaki in 1999 [9] which calculated the threshold value in terms of a
metric perturbation ψ, and the paper by Green, Liddle, Malik and Sasaki (GLMS) in 2004 [23], it
became more common to use the comoving curvature perturbation Rc (for example, [3, 7])1.
In figure 1 we demonstrate the danger of using Rc to calculate β. By simply comparing the
height of either peak, one would be drawn to the conclusion that the first (left hand) peak will
collapse to form a PBH and the second (right hand) peak will not. However, because the long
wavelength mode is well outside the horizon, it is unobservable at the expected time of collapse
and invoking the separate universe approach (see [24]) means that it should not affect the local
evolution of the universe. Therefore, the universe looks locally identical to observers at either peak
- either both peaks should collapse to form a PBH or neither should2.
It should be noted that papers which have calculated a critical value in terms of Rc (i.e. [9, 25])
assume that Rc drops quickly to zero outside of the perturbation - so these values can be used if
one assumes that there are no super-horizon perturbations affecting your calculation. Therefore it
may be possible to use Rc to calculate β if one takes care to exclude super-horizon modes from
the calculation (one possibility is to simply subtract the long wavelength modes - although this
is strongly dependant on what is considered to be a long wavelength.), and in Section 4.5 we will
consider an approximation where only the value of the power spectrum at horizon entry is used.
A more formal way to consider this to investigate the effect of super-horizon modes on local
observables, such as the density contrast and the spatial 3-curvature. Figure 2 shows the same
1The comoving curvature perturbation Rc is equal to the curvature perturbation on uniform density slices ζ on
super-horizon scales, and because sub-horizon modes are smoothed out, it is common to use ζ instead of Rc.
2Note that we are assuming that a PBH will form shortly after entering the horizon, or not at all. It is possible
for the PBH formation process to last several e-foldings after horizon entry [14] in which case the long wavelength
mode will become important, but only for values extremely close to the threshold value - although this is thought to
be rare, see equation (13) (however, the effect of a perturbation sitting inside a much larger scale perturbation has
not been well studied).
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Figure 1: Here, as an example, we show a universe with two sharp (gaussian) peaks in Rc which
sit on top of a long wavelength mode. The two thick black boxes represent the size of the visible
universe to an observer at the centre of the peaks at the time of PBH formation, whilst the dotted
red line represents the hypothetical threshold value for collapse. Both universes appear the same
locally to each observer, and so the evolution of each patch should be identical (until the long
wavelength becomes observable).
x
Density Contrast
Spatial curvature
Figure 2: The same universe as shown in figure 1, but this time showing the spatial curvature and
the density contrast at the time the scale of the small peaks enter the horizon. We now see that
both peaks look identical - and so should evolve in the same manner. We see that the peaks in the
spatial curvature and density contrast are very similar, both having a Mexican hat profile (rather
than the gaussian shape in the comoving curvature perturbation) - note that the difference in the
height of the peaks is due to the arbitrary scaling we have used in the figure.
universe as figure 1 but in terms of the spatial curvature and density contrast.
Spatial curvature - consider the perturbed, spatially flat FRW metric
ds2 = −N2dt2 + gij
(
dxi +N idt
) (
dxj +N jdt
)
; gij = e
2αδij , (1)
where we have chosen a comoving slicing, and
α = ln a(t) +Rc, (2)
with a(t) the scale factor of some flat background and Rc the comoving curvature perturbation. A
constant value of Rc can be absorbed into the scale factor by defining
a¯(t) = a(t)eRc , (3)
and so a constant Rc corresponds only to a rescaling of the spatial coordinates, as perhaps clear
from the form of the metric (1). The spatial curvature is given by
R(3) = − 2
e2α
δij (2α,ij +α,i α,j ) , (4)
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and the spatial curvature of the metric is then
R(3) = − 2
e2α
(
2∇2Rc + (~∇Rc)2
)
. (5)
If we consider a very long wavelength Rc mode, which appears constant on horizon scales, we see
that the spatial curvature due to this mode is negligible due to the derivatives in Eq. (5).
Density contrast - on comoving slices, there is a simple relation at linear order between the
comoving curvature perturbation and the density contrast [23]
∆(t, k) =
2(1 + ω)
5 + 3ω
(
k
aH
)2
Rc(k), (6)
where ω is the equation of state ω = p/ρ, which during radiation domination is 13 .
3 In real space
this is
∆(t, x) =
2(1 + ω)
5 + 3ω
(
1
aH
)2
∇2Rc(x). (8)
Again, we see that this depends on the second derivative of Rc - and so the effect of super-horizon
Rc modes is negligible. At linear order, the density contrast is therefore equivalent to the spatial
curvature. However, there has been extensive research into the threshold value of ∆ but not for
R(3), we therefore advocate the use of the density contrast in order to calculate the mass fraction,
β.
There has been extensive research on the threshold value for the density contrast above which
a PBH will form. Carr [26] was the first to derive a threshold value for the formation of PBHs,
∆c ≈ ω where ω is the equation of state, by calculating the density necessary for gravity to overcome
pressure forces. In recent years, numerical simulations of gravitational collapse have been used to
investigate the collapse of different shapes of the initial density profile. Niemeyer and Jedamzik [11]
studied initial shapes including gaussian, Mexican hat, and polynomial, finding ∆c ≈ 0.7. Musco
et al [12, 13, 14]4 later studied PBH formation, finding ∆c ≈ 0.45. More recently, Harada et al
[27] studied a top hat shape, finding an analytic formula ∆c = sin
2[π
√
ω/(1 + 3ω)] = 0.41 during
radiation domination, and Nakama et al [25] studied generalised shapes to determine the crucial
parameters in the shape and size of an overdensity. See also [10]. 5.
3 Primordial black hole mass
In order to calculate the mass spectrum, or mass function, of PBHs, it is necessary to relate
the horizon scale at the time of formation to the mass of PBH formed. We will first review the
3Josan, Green and Malik [2] derive an alternative formula valid on super- and sub-horizon scales during radiation
domination,
∆(t, k) = − 4√
3
(
k
aH
)
j1
(
k√
3aH
)
Rc(k), (7)
where j1 is a spherical Bessel function. However, after smoothing, there is little difference between this and equation
(6).
4Musco et al note that the difference in value obtained by Niemeyer and Jedamzik can be explained because
they only considered a pure density perturbation imposed at the time of horizon crossing. Later work included only
growing modes accounting for the effect of the perturbation in the velocity field.
5It was previously thought that there was an upper bound above which density perturbations would form a separate
closed universe rather than a PBH, however, this has been shown not to be the case [28]. This is relatively unimportant
in practice, as the effect of an upper bound is negligible because higher peaks are exponentially suppressed.
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calculation of the horizon mass carried out by GLMS [23]. The horizon mass is
MH =
4π
3
ρ(H−1)3. (9)
In co-moving units, the horizon scale during radiation domination is R = (aH)−1 ∝ a, and ex-
pansion at constant entropy gives ρ ∝ g−1/3∗ a−4 (where g∗ is the number of relativistic degrees of
freedom, which is expected to be of order 100 in the early universe). This allows the horizon mass
at a given reentry scale to be related to the horizon mass at matter radiation equality,
MH =
3
2
MH,eq(keqR)
2
(
g∗,eq
g∗
)1/3
, (10)
where we use keq = 0.07Ωmh
2Mpc−1, g∗,eq ≈ 3 and g∗ ≈ 100. MH,eq is given by
MH,eq =
4π
3
2ρrad,eqH
−3
eq =
8π
3
ρrad,0
k3eqaeq
, (11)
where we take a−1eq = 24000Ωmh
2 and Ωrad,0h
2 = 4.17 × 10−5. Taking Ωmh2 = 0.14 gives MH,eq =
7× 1050g (for this calculation, we have used the same numbers as GLMS [23]).
Now that the horizon mass has been calculated, it remains to determine fraction of the horizon
mass which goes into the PBH, fH . Several papers (for example, [10, 11]) have noted that, when the
density is close to the critical value, the mass of PBH formed depends on the size of the over-density,
obeying a simple power law,
fH = C (∆−∆c)γ , (12)
where C and γ are constants - although the values calculated depend on the shape of the initial over-
density. Chisholm [29] summarises the different measurements, as well as discussing a minimum
bound on the PBH mass from entropy constraints. Typical values for these parameters which we
will consider here are C = 3, ∆c = 0.5, and γ = 0.3. For these values, the mass of PBH formed
is only significantly smaller than than the horizon mass, MPBH < 0.1MH , for values of ∆ in the
range
0.5 < ∆ < 0.500012, (13)
and so we will assume that PBHs form with a mass approximately equal to the horizon mass for
the remainder of this paper. PBHs of significantly larger mass could form in regions where ∆ is
substantially larger than 0.5, but the abundance of these regions is exponentially suppressed, and
are thus extremely rare.
4 Primordial black hole abundance
We will now discuss the calculation of the PBH mass fraction, β. The density contrast on a
comoving slicing, ∆, is smoothed on a given scale R, and the fraction of the universe with a density
contrast above the critical value is calculated. The smoothed density contrast ∆(R,x) is calculated
by convolving the density contrast with a window function W (R,x):
∆(R,x) =
∫ ∞
−∞
d3x′W (R,x− x′)∆(x′). (14)
The variance of ∆(R,x) is given by
〈∆2〉 =
∫ ∞
0
dk
k
W˜ 2(R, k)P∆(k), (15)
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where W˜ (R, k) is the fourier transform of the window function, and P∆(k) is the density power
spectrum. Using equation (6) this can be related to the comoving curvature perturbation power
spectrum as,
〈∆2〉 =
∫ ∞
0
dk
k
W˜ 2(R, k)
4(1 + ω)2
(5 + 3ω)2
(kR)4PRc(k). (16)
Throughout this paper, we will use a volume-normalised gaussian window function, such that
the fourier transform is given by
W˜ (R, k) = exp
(
−k
2R2
2
)
. (17)
In the remaining portion of this section, we discuss the difference between using a peaks theory
or Press-Schechter approach, and the predicted mass spectra of PBHs for a scale invariant curvature
spectrum, a power law spectrum and for a spectrum with a running of the spectral index.
4.1 Peaks theory vs Press-Schechter
The initial mass fraction of the Universe β, that went into PBHs can be calculated either using
a peaks theory approach, or a Press-Schechter approach. A comparison of these two methods
was carried out by GLMS [23] who compared the mass spectra calculated using the curvature
perturbation, with peaks theory, and the density contrast, using a Press-Schechter approach. In
their calculation it was necessary to assume a blue primordial power spectrum, ns > 1, and they
found the two to be in close agreement6. We will repeat the calculation here for the density contrast
only - finding that using peaks theory or a Press-Schechter are not in as close agreement previously
found in [23] but still similar, to within a factor of order 10.
To investigate the difference between the two methods, we will use a variable ν = ∆/σ7, where
σ is the square root of the variance 〈∆2〉 given by equation (15) and is a function of the form of
the power spectrum and the smoothing scale (the calculation of σ is the same for either method).
In the theory of peaks, the number density of peaks above a height νc is given by [30]
npeaks(νc, R) =
1
(2π)2
(〈k2〉(R)
3
) 3
2 (
ν2c − 1
)
exp
(
−ν
2
c
2
)
, (18)
where 〈k2〉 is the second moment of the smoothed density power spectrum
〈k2〉(R) = 1〈∆2〉(R)
∫ ∞
0
dk
k
k2W˜ 2(k,R)P∆(k). (19)
If we assume a power law spectrum PRc = ARc(k/k0)ns−1, and a gaussian window function (equa-
tion (17)), we obtain
〈k2〉(R) = ns + 3
2R2
, (20)
6In the appendix, we correct their calculation, finding that calculating β in the different methods disagree strongly.
7We note here that with peaks theory, the critical value is stated in terms of the peak value of a fluctuation, but
in a Press-Schechter approach, it is the average value of the fluctuation. The relationship between the peak value and
the average depends on the shape of the fluctuation - but typically, these are expected to differ only by a factor of
order unity, with the peak value being higher. The difference in the critical value of the peak value and the average is
therefore within the error of the predicted critical value from different sources. We also note the fact that looking for
peaks above a certain value in a smoothed distribution is equivalent to looking for patches with an average density
above that value - and so the distinction here is only a technical note.
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assuming that ns > −3. The number density of peaks above the threshold can be related to
the density parameter ΩPBH,peaks (which is equal to the mass fraction β for a flat universe) by
ΩPBH,peaks(νc) = npeaks(νc, R)M(R)/ρ, where M(R) is the mass of PBH associated with the hori-
zon size R, M(R) = (2π)3/2ρR3. Finally, we have
βpeaks(νc) = ΩPBH,peaks(νc) =
(ns + 3)
3/2
63/2(2π)1/2
ν2c exp
(
−ν
2
c
2
)
. (21)
By contrast, the Press-Schechter calculation simply integrates the probability distribution func-
tion (PDF),
P (ν) =
1√
2π
exp
(
−ν
2
2
)
, (22)
over the range of values that form a PBH:
βPS(νc) = 2
∫ ∞
νc
P (ν)dν = 2
∫ ∞
νc
1√
2π
exp
(
−ν
2
2
)
dν. (23)
This can be written in terms of the complimentary error function simply as
βPS(νc) = erfc
(
νc√
2
)
, (24)
and using the asymptotic expansion of erfc(νc) this can be written as
βPS(νc) ≈
√
2
π
1
νc
exp
(
−ν
2
c
2
)
. (25)
Figure 3 shows the difference in the predicted values of β for either calculation - the two are
in relatively close agreement (differing by a factor of order 10), whilst ν is not too large8. For
larger values of νc, βpeaks is systematically higher than βPS . However, the difference between these
methods is small compared to the error due to uncertainties in the threshold value ∆c (see figure
4 for an example).
4.2 Scale invariant power spectrum
In the case where the primordial curvature power spectrum is scale invariant, P(k) = ARc , where
ARc is a constant, then the variance of the smoothed density field during radiation domination,
ω = 1/3, is
〈∆2〉 =
∫ ∞
0
dk
k
W˜ 2(k,R)
4(1 + ω)2
(5 + 3ω)2
ARc =
8
81
ARc . (26)
Note that, as expected for a scale invariant spectrum, this is now independent of the smoothing
scale R - and so predicts that β is independent of the mass of the PBHs9. Using peaks theory:
β =
1
23/2(2π)1/2
81∆2c
8ARc
exp
(
− 81∆
2
c
16ARc
)
. (27)
8However, this uncertainty in β has little effect on the uncertainty of νc which would be calculated, as it depends
only on log(β) (see [4]).
9It is also worth noting that for either a red or scale invariant power spectrum 〈R2c〉 → ∞.
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Figure 3: Here we compare the value of β calculated using peaks theory or Press-Schechter against
νc =
∆c
σ .
4.2.1 Constraints on the power spectrum
Using the relation between the (scale invariant) comoving curvature perturbation power spectrum
and β, equation (27), it is simple to calculate a constraint on the power spectrum from the constraint
on β at a given scale. We will here consider a constraint of size β < 10−20, with ∆c = 0.5, and give
the constraints one would calculated from peaks theory and Press-Schechter, seeing that the two
are in very close agreement:
PRc,peaks < 0.026,
PRc,PS < 0.029. (28)
4.3 Power law power spectrum
In order to compare with the GLMS paper [23], we will consider a power law spectrum (see also
Drees and Erfani [16]). The form of the power spectrum is given by
PRc(k) = A0
(
k
k0
)ns−1
, (29)
where A0 is the amplitude of the power spectrum defined on some pivot scale k0, and we will
consider only blue spectra, ns > 1. In this case, the variance of the smoothed density field during
radiation domination, given by equation (15) is
〈∆2〉 = 8
81
A0
(k0R)ns−1
Γ
(
ns + 3
2
)
, (30)
and β is given by equation (21). For the purposes of making a specific calculation we will take
A0 = 2.2×10−9 and k0 = 0.05 Mpc−1, loosely based on observations. Figure 4 shows the predicted
mass spectra for a range of different spectral indexes ns, and threshold values of the density contrast
∆c - here, we only consider a blue spectrum (it is possible to consider a red spectrum on small scales
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Figure 4: This figure shows the predicted PBH mass spectra for different values of ns and ∆c.
A smaller spectral index produces PBHs of smaller masses. Note that the calculation has been
artificially cut off when β becomes large as it is only valid for rare peaks (where β is small), as well
as for PBHs smaller than the Planck mass (M ≈ 10−5g).
in which case β is larger for more massive PBHs, but a complicated model is needed to produce a
significant number of PBHs and be consistent with observations).
We can place a limit on the spectral index from the observational constraints on the abundance
of PBHs - as has been done previously (for example, [5]). Taking ∆c = 0.5 and using the constraint
β < 10−20 for PBHs in the mass range 108g< MPBH < 1010g [2], the constraint on the spectral index
is ns < 1.34. Because there is a minimum mass of PBHs, at the Planck mass, then we can also place
a minimum value on ns which is required to form a significant number of PBHs. Approximately 70
efoldings of inflation are required after todays horizon scale exited during inflation in order for the
horizon to reach a sufficiently small scale corresponding to the Planck mass. Typical inflationary
models predict that the current horizon scale exited the Hubble scale during inflation about 55
efoldings before the end of inflation [31]. In that case, the mass contained in the horizon scale at
the end of inflation is approximately e30MPlanck ∼ 108g. If we require that β > 10−20 for PBHs of
mass MPBH = 10
−5g then the spectral index must be ns > 1.26. In order for a significant number
of PBHs to form, then ns must lie in the range
1.26 < ns < 1.34. (31)
4.4 Running of the spectral index
Over the large range of scales considered here, the spectral index is unlikely to be a constant. We
will therefore consider a running of the spectral index, α, defined as
α =
dns
d ln(k)
, (32)
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leading to an expression for the comoving curvature perturbation power spectrum given by
PRc(k) = A0
(
k
k0
)n0−1+ 12α ln(k/k0)
, (33)
where A0 and n0 are the values of the power spectrum and spectral index respectively, defined at a
pivot scale k0. If values are given for parameters k0, A0, n0 and α then the PBH mass spectra can
be calculated as before, calculating the variance of the smoothed density contrast using equation
(15) and finding β using equation (21).
The same as in the previous section, we will take A0 = 2.2 × 10−9 and k0 = 0.05 Mpc−1. The
Planck collaboration [32] found a spectral index ns = 0.9603±0.0073, but no statistically significant
running of the spectral index, α = −0.0134 ± 0.0090. We will therefore take n0 = 0.96 and allow
α to vary - see figure 5. A positive running is necessary to produce a significant number of PBHs,
and the smallest value we will consider is α = 0.01.
PBHs of masses greater than MPBH ≈ 108g are well constrained by observations [2, 1], and
we see from figure 5 that these values of the running produce too many PBHs, and would be
ruled out by observational constraints. We therefore state an upper bound on the running of the
spectral index, α < 0.0162 (again, using the constraint β < 10−20 for PBHs in the mass range
108g< MPBH < 10
10g [2]). Although, again, we note that there is no reason to assume the running
of the spectral index will be constant over a large range of scales.
We will not consider the running of the running in this paper, although it has been considered
by Erfani [33], who places an upper limit on the running of the running by considering the non-
production of (long lived) PBHs.
4.5 Approximation using the comoving curvature perturbation power spectrum
The power spectrum is, formally, the variance of the amplitude of the Fourier modes at a certain
scale. Less formally, one can consider it to be the characteristic size of perturbations at that scale.
We show in this section that one can quickly find an approximate value for the PBH mass fraction
using the comoving curvature perturbation by only considering perturbations at the exact scale of
horizon crossing, without using window functions - this is the approach used in previous papers
[6, 4]. At horizon crossing, the relation between the density contrast and the comoving curvature
perturbation becomes even simpler, as the factor (k/aH) = 1:
∆(tH , k) =
2(1 + ω)
5 + 3ω
Rc(k) = 4
9
Rc(k), (34)
where tH is the time at horizon entry, and ω = 1/3 is the equation of state during radiation
domination. As ∆ is proportional to Rc at horizon entry, it is reasonable to assume that peaks
in the smoothed density contrast correspond to peaks in the comoving curvature perturbation
(ignoring other scales).
We will assume that the power spectrum at a given scale gives the variance of the comoving
curvature perturbation at that scale and use a Press-Schechter approach to calculate β:
β = 2
∫ ∞
Rc,crit
P (Rc)dRc, (35)
where P (Rc) is the (gaussian) probability distribution function. Writing this in terms of the
complimentary error function gives
β = erfc
(
Rc,crit√
2PRc
)
. (36)
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Figure 5: This figure shows the predicted PBH mass spectra for different values of the running of
the spectral index α. Again, the calculation has been artificially cut off when β becomes large.
Compare this to the expression one would derive using the density contrast for a scale invariant
power spectrum, where 〈R2c〉 is given by equation (26),
β = erfc
(
9∆c
4
√PRc
)
. (37)
These two expressions will be exactly equal if ∆c ≈ 2
√
2
9 Rc,crit. However, these methods cannot be
considered identical, which is evident if a power law spectrum is considered, PRc(k) = A0(k/k0)ns−1.
Equation (36) is unchanged, but equation (37) becomes
β = erfc

 9∆c
4
√
PRcΓ
(
3+ns
2
)

 . (38)
However, provided that Γ
(
3+ns
2
) ≈ 1 (which is satisfied if ns ≈ 1) and ∆c = 2√29 Rc,crit, these two
expressions will be approximately equal. Figure 6 shows a specific example of these calculations,
showing that they still agree closely.
We now compare the constraints on the power spectrum calculated in this method to the
constraints calculated earlier (equation (28)). Using Rc,crit = 1.2 [9, 23], and β < 10−20 gives the
constraint
PRc < 0.024, (39)
which is in close agreement with the previously calculated bound, equation (28).
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Figure 6: We show the mass spectra of PBHs calculated, for a power law power spectrum PRc(k) =
A0(k/k0)
ns−1, using the density contrast (method described in Section 4.3) and the comoving
curvature perturbation (method described in Section 4.5). The values we have used in this figure
are A0 = 2.2× 10−9, k0 = 0.05Mpc−1, ns = 1.3, ∆c = 0.4 and Rc,crit = 1.2
5 Conclusions
We have placed the calculation of the PBH abundance on a more solid grounding. Using the
comoving curvature perturbation Rc can be misleading and care needs to be taken if one wishes
to use Rc to perform this calculation, due to the effect of super-horizon modes. The problem with
using Rc is most easily seen when one considers either a red or scale-invariant power spectrum,
which causes the variance of Rc to diverge (it is possible to complete the calculation when a blue
spectrum is considered but the results differ drastically from using ∆, see Appendix). We therefore
advocate the use of the density contrast to perform the calculation, which does not suffer from
the same problem due to the k2 dependance of super-horizon modes. In addition, calculations and
simulations to calculate the critical threshold for collapse most often use ∆. However, it is more
convenient to calculate Rc when studying inflationary models, and finding the constraints on the
small scale power spectrum from PBHs - an approximation for β can be quickly calculated using
Rc if the power spectrum, PRc , is used rather than using the variance, 〈R2c〉 (although this can only
ever be an approximation as modes of a similar scale can affect the production of PBHs - which
this calculation ignores). It is therefore important that calculations using ∆ or Rc give the same
results, and we have provided a method for doing so.
We have considered both a Press-Schechter approach and a peaks theory approach, finding that
there is a significant discrepancy between the two - however, this is dwarfed by the error due to
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uncertainty in the critical value of the density contrast above which PBHs are assumed to form,
∆c. In this paper, we use the peaks theory method, which has a better theoretical grounding. The
implications of this paper will be explored further in future papers.
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A Appendix
For completeness, we include the calculation of the PBH mass fraction β using the comoving
curvature perturbation, and compare it to the calculation using the density contrast. This was
initially done by GLMS [23] who incorrectly calculated the density contrast power spectrum at the
time of PBH formation - we will now correct the calculation. Assuming a blue power spectrum,
PRc = A0 (k/k0)ns−1 where ns > 1, the variance of the smoothed comoving curvature perturbation
is
〈R2c〉(R) =
∫ ∞
0
dk
k
W˜ 2(k,R)PRc(k) =
A0
2(k0R)ns−1
Γ
(
ns − 1
2
)
. (40)
The second moment of the power spectrum is given by
〈k2〉 = 1〈R2c〉(R)
∫ ∞
0
dk
k
k2W˜ 2(k,R)PRc(k) =
ns − 1
2R2
, (41)
leading us to the final expression for β using equation (18) for comoving curvature perturbation
instead of density contrast:
β(R) =
(ns − 1)3/2
63/2(2π)1/2
R2c,crit
〈R2c〉(R)
exp
(
R2c,crit
2〈R2c〉(R)
)
(42)
The differences between this calculation and the calculation for the density contrast are shown
in figure 7 - we can see that they differ by many orders of magnitude.
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